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HWA - RANG HYUNG 
Pronounced ( Hwa - Wrong ) 

Hwa – Rang hyung is named after the Hwa – Rang Youth Group which 
originated in the Silla Dynasty. This group eventually became the driving 

force for the unification of the three kingdoms of Korea. 

The Pattern made by this form: 

 
# of Movements – 30 

# of Kihaps – 2 
   #14 Right Punch 

   #26 Right Back Elbow Strike 

The red color of the belt represents the flow of sap in a tree. The student 
feels the energy from the rain and explodes in physical skills – beware to 

control the physical by equally developing the mental.  
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TESTING CRITERIA 

2nd GRADE RED BELT 

FORM 

HWA – RANG 

SELF – DEFENSE 

3 

NEW TECHNIQUES 

Overhead knifehand Strike   Upset Punch 

Inner Forearm/Low Block 

SPARRING 

2 – 3 TIMES 

BOARD BREAKING 
(All board breaking must be approved by the student’s instructor) 

 

The student is required to do a two station break… one station will be 
a hand technique and the other station a foot technique.  It will be 

the student’s choice of technique for his/her board breaking. (Note: If 
the student decides to do a jump kick, no obstacle is required.)  
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2nd GRADE RED BELT FORM 
HWA RANG HYUNG 

                       TECHNIQUE                             
          Closed ready position C 

STANCE 

 1.       Left palm heel block Middle 
2.       Right middle punch 

 3.       Left middle punch 
 4.       Right square block Left back 

5.       Left reverse upset punch 
 6.       Right middle side punch Adjust left back 

7.       Right overhead knifehand strike Walking (right foot moves) 
8.       Left middle punch Left front 
9.       Left low block Left front 
10.    Right middle punch then Right front 
          Place left palm on right fist Closed (left foot moves) 
11.    Right side kick 

 12.    Right knifehand stride Left back 
13.    Left middle punch Left front 
14.    Right middle punch (kihap) Right front 
15.    Left double knifehand block Right back 
16.    Right vertical spearhand strike Right front 
17.    Left double knifehand block Right back (right foot moves) 
18.    Right turning round kick 

 19.    Left turning round kick 
 20.    Left double knifehand block Right back 

21.    Left low block Left front 
22.    Right reverse middle punch Right back 
23.    Left reverse middle punch Left back 
24.    Right reverse middle punch Right back 
25.    Low X - block Left front 
26.    Right back vertical elbow strike (kihap) Right back 
27.    Right inner forearm - left low block Closed (left foot moves) 
28.    Left inner forearm - right low block 

 29.    Left double knifehand block Right back 
30.    Right double knifehand block Left back 
          Move right foot back to ready position 
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2ND GRADE RED BELT 

SELF-DEFENSE TECHNIQUES 
 

1. Attacker: Facing partner, attack with a right hand downward knife strike in a right front stance. 

Defense: Fighting stance, block the attacking arm with a left knife hand rising block. With the right 
arm, apply a figure four arm bar above the attacker’s elbow. Apply pressure with the 
hold and with your right elbow to the brachial plexus tie-in to make attacker release the 
knife while executing take down, stepping deep with left foot into a front stance. Follow 
with right punch to the body and kihap.. 

 

2.            Attacker: Facing partner, attack with a right hand straight forward thrust of the knife from the 
waist to the midsection of the body landing in a right front stance. 

Defense: Using a knuckle punch, apply pressure to the pressure point on the back of the 
attacker’s hand. Then using your thumbs, apply pressure to the pressure points on the 
attacker’s forearms. As the attacker releases his grip, step forward and execute a side 
kick toward partner’s solar plexus and kihap. 

 

3.            Attacker: Facing partner, knife blade along outside of right arm, right foot steps forward with a 
sweeping motion of the knife (face level) from right to left and back again, landing in a 
left back stance. 

Defense: Fighting stance, evade the first sweep of the knife by learning back. Second sweep of the 
knife, left foot steps inward to a 45° angle blocking with a reverse double knifehand 
block. (No step) Execute an elbow break by grabbing the attacker's wrist with the right 
hand and striking the elbow with a left palm heel. Move right foot 180° clockwise and 
execute a right spinning knife hand strike to the attacker’s neck. Right leverage side kick 
to the attacker’s knee, followed by a right ax kick toward the back of the attacker’s head 
and kihap. (Kicking foot will land hard on the floor to the right of attacker’s head.) 

 


